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Intercult in Stockholm explores

questions crucial to sustaining adaptable arts and culture spaces in the 21st century through this

European conference. A post-institutional approach is at the core of the programme. Where will art

meet audience in the future? Artists, curators and producers have shifted focus towards more �exible

spaces in recent years. Mobility, community and social engagement determine emerging forms of

organization and aesthetics. Offering a sound alternative to existing cultural institutions, emerging

spaces range from temporary use (public installations and mobile stages) to cultural re-cycling of post-

industrial space. They are operated collectively, often with no presentation venues of their own:

clubbing, community art, and artist-led galleries. Institutions created during the 20  century share

basic ideas: accessibility, popular education and af�rmation of national identity. Independent cultural

organisations continuously adapt and challenge these fundamental values. How can a diverse cultural

ecology be ensured? The conference will investigate changing policies to encourage and support

�exible initiatives that mirror current European artistic practice. The conference gathers producers,

directors, curators, artists, civil servants and policymakers. The programme is built on two themes :

“Innovative Spaces for Art – mapping current practice in Europe”

“Sustainable policies for �exible spaces and artistic structures”

Questions: How do we establish creative spaces for culture? How do they grow? How are they

organised? How can they be �nanced, given reduced political will to support Arts and Culture? Is

cultural policy out of sync with the needs of the culture sector and the audiences? If so, what needs to

be done to bring policy and practice closer? We take a look at what the future might hold and try to

distil concrete recommendations for policy change to be passed on to policymakers. Registration open

until: 8 November
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ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information,

facilitating dialogue and stimulating re�ection on the arts and culture of the two

regions.
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